Singles Results (9-3)
Dan Martin (Miami) def. Miguel Perez Peña (Georgia), 6-4, 6-0
Dan Martin (Miami) def. Thomas Paulsell (Georgia), 7-6 (10), 7-5
Juan Martin Jalif (Miami) def. Hikaru Takeda (Dartmouth), 6-4, 6-3
Juan Martin Jalif (Miami) def. Gabriel Hurtado (UNCW), 3-6, 6-3, 6-4
James Story (South Carolina) def. Bojan Jankulovski (Miami), 7-5, 6-4
Jankulovski (Miami) def. Sokolovsky (UNCC), 6-4, 7-5
Iliarion Danilchenko (Miami) def. Dransfeld (UNCW), Walk-over
Danilchenko (Miami) def. Stearns (Ole Miss), 4-6, 6-1, 6-4
Angel Diaz (Tennessee) def. Oren Vasser (Miami), Wo [inj]
Carter Morgan (South Carolina) def. Oren Vasser (Miami), Wo [inj]
Franco Aubone (Miami) def. Danil Ozernoy (UNCW), 6-0, 6-3
Aubone (Miami) def. Robb-Wilcox (Vanderbilt), Walk-over

Doubles Results (1-2)
Danilchenko/Martin (Miami) def. Perez Pena/Johnston (Georgia), 8-5
Cadonau/Engelhardt (Ole Miss) def. Aubone/Jankulovski (Miami), 8-6
Klopper/Robb-Wilcox (Vanderbilt) def. Vasser/Jalif (Miami), 8-2